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engineering equation solver (ees) is a free, open source program which is designed to solve any kind of linear and nonlinear algebraic equations or differential equations. it can be used to solve constrained and unconstrained forms of many-body physics equations. it can be used for any kind of
analysis of structural and thermal engineering equations. it can be used as a software package with all associated documentation. the multiphysics features allow the user to solve coupled multiphysics problems. one of the features is that the equation can be solved in a differential form. this means
that the program can be used to solve complex differential equations. two-way exponential regression and cubic fit can be done using this program. it has a very flexible features menu. it has a fast and easy-to-use interface and has many powerful features. engineering equation solver is a program

for solving complex engineering equations in many engineering disciplines. all kinds of physical, chemical, thermal, mechanical, and technological problems which solved by using mathematic, physical, and mathematical methods of mathematical analysis, are estimated and defined at the domain of
engineering sciences. the engine will be used in many fields as an analytical tool, a reference book and a supplement for engineering texts, a tool for research, a tool for teaching, a scientific calculator, and an independent graphical environment. engineering equation solver (ees) is a program for
solving complex engineering equations in many engineering disciplines. all kinds of physical, chemical, thermal, mechanical, and technological problems which solved by using mathematic, physical, and mathematical methods of mathematical analysis, are estimated and defined at the domain of

engineering sciences. the engine will be used in many fields as an analytical tool, a reference book and a supplement for engineering texts, a tool for research, a tool for teaching, a scientific calculator, and an independent graphical environment.
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